


Every four years there is a time all football fans love and cherish – the World Cup. 
Because of that, we gave our top-performing games a makeover, so now everybody can feel 
the thrill and excitement that matches the tournament’s frenzy!

Mundial doesn’t happen often and when it does, it ends far too soon, so let your players extend 
this period full of emotions and drama by playing Magic Spins™ Football Edition. 

As in matches, the stakes are high, and so are prizes that are up for grabs for 
those that have the flair to score them! Plenty of shots, crosses, and 
dribbles in those football-themed slots offer great engagement for 
all football fans and the most innovative features will awe everybody 
that isn’t on board with football but likes playing for that big cash!

Magic Spins™ Football Edition will kick-off your metrics up to the sky!

Get in the mood for the World Cup 
with our Football Edition slots!

https://wazdan.com/en


Magic Spins™ 
Football Edition

In Magic Spins™ Football Edition players can spin 
reels and win big, just like the best footballers spin 
opponent defenders and win important matches! 
This version of the innovative Wazdan slot brings 
a combination of state-of-the-art mechanics and 
engagement-enhancing features such as the Hold 
the Jackpot bonus round. Reaching it feels like 
getting to the final of the Mundial, especially since the 
prizes are up to 2500x player’s bet! Magic Spins™ 
Football Edition offers improved experiences for all 
football enthusiasts, guaranteeing greater players’ 
commitment.
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Football Edition of popular title to kick off World Cup 
celebrations in style!

Hold the Jackpot bonus round with new 
groundbreaking Bonus symbols

Absorbing Increasing Value Cash symbols and 
Collector symbols boosting player engagement

Wins up to 2500x player’s bet

Innovative Collect to Infinity™ feature!

Customisable features including Volatility Levels™ 
and more

RTP: 96.17%

Game ID: 1769879
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This slot is a world 
champion contender!
Let’s talk about this screamer of a slot!

If your players are in a World Cup frenzy and would 
like to unleash this excitement with Magic Spins™ 
Football Edition, then the ball is on your side  
and let’s get in touch with us for more details.

Go ahead and share Magic Spins™ Football 
Edition with your players and watch your  
numbers grow!
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